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Abstract—Spatial multiplexing (SM) gains in multiple input
multiple output (MIMO) cellular networks are limited when
used in combination with ultra-dense small cell networks. This
limitation is due to large spatial correlation among channel pairs.
More specifically, it is due to i) line-of-sight (LOS) communication
between user equipment (UE) and base station (BS) and ii) in-
sufficient spacing between antenna elements. We propose to shape
transmit signals at adjacent antennas with distinct interpolating
filters which introduces pulse shaping diversity eventually leading
to improved SINR and throughput at the UEs. In this technique,
each antenna transmits its own data stream with a relative offset
with respect to adjacent antenna. The delay which must be a
fraction of symbol period is interpolated with the pulse shaped
signal and generates a virtual MIMO channel that leads to
improved diversity and SINR at the receiver. Note that non-
integral sampling periods with inter-symbol interference (ISI)
should be mitigated at the receiver. For this, we propose to
use a fractionally spaced equalizer (FSE) designed based on
the minimum mean squared error (MMSE) criterion. Simulation
results show that for a 2× 2 MIMO and with inter-site-distance
(ISD) of 50 m, the median received SINR and throughput at the
UE improves by a factor of 11 dB and 2x, respectively, which
verifies that pulse shaping can overcome poor SM gains in ultra-
dense small cell networks.

I. INTRODUCTION

One of the most promising approaches to meet the data
deluge and to enhance network capacity is small cell den-
sification, which benefits from extensive spatial reuse of the
spectrum [1]. Having multiple antennas and exploiting MIMO
technology can further enhance the network capacity [2] [3].
Applying MIMO tools such as spatial multiplexing in ultra-
dense small cell networks introduces new challenges due to
different propagation conditions when compared to macro
cell scenarios. For instance, spatial multiplexing (SM) gain
typically improves when the MIMO spatial channels are
uncorrelated. Ultra-dense small cell networks are limited by
channels being correlated and SM gains are very limited.
Two phenomena contribute to this channel correlation. Firstly,
antennas at both user equipment (UE) and base station (BS)
are placed very closely to each other (∼ half wavelength).
Secondly, due to proximity of both UE and BS, there is
a high probability of LOS communication resulting in high
spatial correlation. Thus the communication channel tends
to be ill-conditioned, lowering the number of independent
parallel data streams that can be simultaneously multiplexed
and transmitted and, therefore, the throughout is considerably
degraded.

Central Idea: In order to improve throughput in ultra-
dense small cell networks, we propose a novel transmission
technique using distinct pulse shapes to modulate adjacent
antennas’ data streams. We refer to this technique as diversity
pulse shaped transmission (DPST).

One way to view DPST is that adjacent antenna element
signals are shaped with slightly different band limited pulse
shaping filters. This change will introduce delay and ISI in
time domain. This delay which must be a fraction of symbol
period allows the UE receiver to sense multiple delayed
replicas of the transmitted data stream. Consider a 2×2 MIMO
setup for simplicity, the receive antennas would observe an-
tenna 1 transmitting its data stream with symbol period Ts, as
well as antenna 2 transmitting its data stream; however, with
delay τ with respect to antenna 1 (0 < τ < Ts) while being
sampled at Ts. This implies that in a LOS scenario, a receiver
that is synchronized to symbol period Ts (ignoring the bulk
delays) would observe a direct path with data stream 1 as well
as a delayed path with data stream 2, with the latter corrupted
by inter-symbol interference (ISI).

The improved diversity is somewhat inspired from faster
than Nyquist (FTN) signaling [4] [5] [6]. In FTN, data streams
are sampled and transmitted at a fraction of symbol period,
eventually leading to an improvement in communication rates
at the cost of complicated receiver to combat ISI. In our case,
to account for the increased ISI in the system, we propose
to use a fractionally spaced equalizer (FSE) at the UE that
operates on the precoded data streams and wireless channel
output and eventually leads to improved diversity gain in ultra-
dense small cell networks [7]. In order to ensure a reasonable
estimate of multipath signals, minimum mean squared error
(MMSE) criterion is used to design the equalizer. Indeed,
DPST can also be seen as an application of FTN and FSE
to enhance data rates.

Contributions: In this paper, we present DPST whose
arrangement based on pulse shaping diversity and oversampled
receiver, improves the overall dimensionality of the transmitted
multi-antenna data streams viewed at the receiver and con-
sequently enhance the data rates. Moreover, we evaluate the
performance of DPST in a single tier hexagonal multi small
cell layout. In more detail, we quantify the degradation of
SINR due to spatial correlation for a 2 × 2 MIMO system
at different inter-site-distances (ISDs), i.e., 20 m, 50 m and
150 m, and show that the proposed DPST leads to a 50%-tile
SINR improvement of 11 dB at an ISD of 50 m. We also show
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that DPST can almost enhance the UE throughput by 2x at all
ISDs.

It is important to highlight that DPST differs from cyclic
delay diversity (CDD) [8] [9] [10], a diversity technique used
in LTE. In CDD, the antennas transmit a cyclically shifted
version of the same signal to achieve diversity gain, whereas
in DPST each antenna transmits an individual signal with
a fractional delay with respect to its former antenna which
requires to redesign the precoder as well as the receiver in
order to enhance spatial multiplexing gains. We also feel it is
necessary to note that while exploiting antenna polarization at
the transmitter is an effective technique in MIMO systems, it
is usually limited to two transmit antennas [11]. In contrast,
DPST can be applied to larger MIMO systems subject to
derivation of the optimized fractional amount that is applied
to transmission of each transmit antenna.

The rest of this paper is as follows. Section II details the
proposed DPST. Section III explains the DPST receiver design,
precoder and equalizer to estimate the transmitted signals.
Section IV presents a performance evaluation/comparison of
DPST with existing MIMO systems. Section V draws the
conclusions.

II. DIVERSITY PULSED SHAPED TRANSMISSION

A. Channel Correlation Model

The MIMO performance is highly dependent on the overall
channel taps being spatially uncorrelated. In correlated small
cell channel scenarios, different transmit-receive antenna pairs
will experience similar channel conditions, and as a result the
multipath components corresponding to different pairs may not
be resolvable by the UE [12]. Thus correlated channels have
reduced degrees of freedom, leading to reduced throughputs
as detailed in [13] [14].

The Rician multipath fading model used to capture the LOS
communication can be used to represent the MIMO channel
as

H =

√
K

K + 1
Hi

LOS +

√
1

K + 1
Hs

NLOS, (1)

where K is the Rician K factor [15] modeled as a function of
the UE-BS distance d, i.e.,

K =

{
32 if d < 18m

140.10× exp(−0.107× d) otherwise,
(2)

and Hi
LOS and Hs

NLOS are the identity LOS MIMO channel
matrix and the correlated non-LOS (NLOS) MIMO channel
matrix, respectively.

It is important to note that condition number (K) is a metric
to denote the number of independent streams of the wireless
channel, and corresponds to the ratio of the maximum to
minimum singular values of the wireless channel H [16].
K ≈ 1 implies no correlation between channel pairs, and as
long as K is less than 10, the channel is regarded as well-
conditioned, and can be leveraged to extract the unitary vectors
of the channel for precoding and spatial multiplexing purposes.
In ultra-dense small cell networks, K is considerably larger
than 10 [15], and thus the channel becomes ill-conditioned
and spatial multiplexing gain suffers.

B. MIMO Link Model with Pulse Shaping
For simplicity, we will model 2 × 2 MIMO channel used

with DPST. Note that, DPST can be applied to arbitrary sized
arrays. In the 2 × 2 MIMO system, DPST works by shaping
the data streams of the second antenna with respect to the first
antenna such that in downlink communications, the multipath
components from second antenna arrive at the UE with a time
offset when compared to that of the first antenna. This en-
hances diversity in fractionally delayed multipath components
of the closely placed transmit antennas in a MIMO system,
and allows to improve the UE throughput. Fig. 1 provides a
block diagram of the proposed setup showing pulse shaping
at the transmit side.

The fractionally delayed signaling can be related to FTN
communication, where a non-orthogonal sampling kernel is
used to allow for signaling above the Nyquist limit while
introducing ISI. In traditional cases, we typically use orthogo-
nal sampling kernel such as a sinc pulse where an integral
multiple of the symbol period contains only a single non-
zero component of the transmitted signal. In FTN shaping,
the signals operate above the Nyquist rate and the ISI that
is intentionally introduced through oversampling results in
enhanced system capacity [4] [5] [6]. Along similar lines, the
fractional delay imposed on the transmission of the second
antenna in DPST injects additional deterministic ISI to the
system, which suggests the analogy between the performances
of DPST and FTN. Fig. 2 intuitively shows the implication of
DPST. Fig. 2a shows signals sampled at integral multiples
of symbol period with an orthogonal sampling kernel, while
Fig. 2b shows sampling at non-integral multiples of symbol
period. Note that in the latter case and in contrast with the
former, at each sampling instant, there are multiple non-zero
samples viewed by the sampling kernel. As a result, this can
be exploited to increase the diversity of the wireless channel
seen between the closely placed transmit and receive antennas.

When viewed from the receiver perspective, the pulse shap-
ing operation at the transmitter can be perceived as a frac-
tionally delayed transmission with respect to the first transmit
antenna where the delay τ is a fraction of the transmitted
symbol period Ts, i.e., 0 < τ < Ts, and Ts is assumed to
be 1. The received signal can be expressed as[

x1(t)
x2(t)

]
=

[
h1,1(t) h1,2(t)
h2,1(t) h2,2(t)

]
∗
[

s1(t)
s2(t+ τ)

]
x(t) = H(t) ∗ s(t)

where H(t) represents a continuous time version of the 2× 2
correlated MIMO channel H, s1(t) and s2(t) are the signals
transmitted by first and second transmit antennas, respectively,
and ∗ is the convolution operation. In discrete time domain,
the delay τ imposed to the transmission of the second antenna
is alternatively modeled by oversampling/interpolating the
transmit data streams as shown in the following[
x1(t)
x2(t)

]
=

[
h1,1(t) h1,2(t)
h2,1(t) h2,2(t)

]
∗
([
I(0) 0

0 I(τ)

] [
s1(t)
s2(t)

])
(3)

where I(0) and I(τ) are interpolation kernels that are applied
to the first and second transmit antennas, respectively. The
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Fig. 1: DPST block diagram.

elements of N ×M interpolation matrix are obtained as

Inm = sinc(
n(Ts

N ) + τ −m(Ts

M )
Ts

M

)

{
m = 1, 2, ...,M

n = 1, 2, ..., N
(4)

where M is the number of input signal samples and N =
MR with R being the oversampling ratio [17]. It is evident
that the interpolation matrix corresponding to antenna 1 has
no time offset, while the one corresponding to antenna 2 is
offset by time τ to account for the delayed pulse shaping.
For more discussion on the modeling of oversampled analog
signals refer to [17]. Also, note that the transmitted signals in
antenna 1 and antenna 2 are not matched anymore, and thus
the corresponding signal degradation is taken into account.

The delay τ plays a key role in performance of DPST. A
delay of τ = 0, results in expression (3) to collapse into
the ill-conditioned wireless channel H, and does not improve
diversity. For a delay that is an integral multiple of symbol
period τ = kTs (k = 1, 2, ...), the integral DPST provides a
cyclic shift of transmitted data streams at the receiver. We can
interpret this integral delay as a variation of CDD [8] [9] [10]
which does not lead to significant improvements in throughput.
However, when the delay is a fraction of symbol period
τ 6= kTs (k = 1, 2, ...), the matrix I(τ) becomes a block
diagonal matrix operating on streams of the input sequence
{s2[1], s2[2] · · · s2[k]}. The latter scenario is a consequence of
using distinct pulses which generates deterministic ISI, thereby
increasing the order of the composite channel between the
transmit and receive streams as shown in Fig. 1. Indeed, the
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Fig. 2: Analogous performance of DPST and FTN.

signals corresponding to adjacent antenna elements are shaped
with pulse shaping filters having different bandwidths. The
change in bandwidth will introduce a delay and hence ISI in
time domain.

From the receiver perspective, the signals from the two
transmit antennas are observed at kTs and kTs + τ (k =
1, 2, ...). However, this delay can only be observed and the
induced diversity can only be extracted when the receiver is
operating at a rate much greater than the symbol rate. The
next section discusses the DPST receiver design.

III. RECEIVER AND PRECODER DESIGN

A. Receiver Design Considerations

The sinc interpolation shown in (3) can be interchanged
and be alternatively represented as

[
x1(t)
x2(t)

]
=

([
h1,1(t) h1,2(t)
h2,1(t) h2,2(t)

]
∗
[
I(0) 0

0 I(τ)

])[
s1(t)
s2(t)

]
Interference is the main challenge in ultra-dense small cell

networks (interference-limited) and, therefore, ignoring the
noise term, the received signal at antenna 1 can be rewritten
as

x1(t) =
[
I(0) ∗ h1,1(t) I(τ) ∗ h1,2(t)

] [ s1(t)
s2(t)

]
At the receiver side, DPST requires the receiver to operate

at a rate significantly greater than the symbol rate. This is done
by sampling the received signals P times (typically P ≥ 2)
within the time interval t ∈ (kTs, [k + 1]Ts] where t = (k +
1
P )Ts and is stacked as a P × 1 vector, i.e., x1(t = kTs)

...
x1(t = (k + P−1

P )Ts)

 = IR
[
I(0) ∗ h1,1(t)
I(τ) ∗ h1,2(t)

]T [
s1(t)
s2(t)

]

x1,os[k] = H1,os[k] ∗ s[k]

where s[k] = s(t = kTs) and x1,os is the interpolated received
signal at the first antenna and is represented as a P ×1 vector.
IR is the (N × P ) × N sinc interpolation matrix similar to
(4) exploited at each receive antenna and ()T denotes the
transpose. Note that operating at P times the symbol rate at the
receiver allows the UE to suppress the ISI using an equalizer.
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The received signal at antenna 2 is also sampled P times
and, therefore, stacking the P ×1 vectors x1,os[k] and x2,os[k]
from both receive antennas, we get

xos[k] =

[
x1,os[k]
x2,os[k]

]
=

[
H1,os

H2,os

]
∗ s[k] = Hos ∗ s[k] (5)

It is realized from (5) that the resultant channel matrix Hos

is a tall matrix, which can be a full rank column matrix in
case of sufficient pulse diversity. Indeed, due to induced pulse
diversity and antenna array phase shifts, the columns of H1,os

and H2,os are independent of each other. This implies that
the rank of the composite channel Hos is greater than 1, in
contrary to the initial correlated channel H with rank 1. This
rank improvement is the outcome of

• the introduction of distinct pulse shapes and deterministic
fractional delay, and

• higher order channel observed at the receiver due to
oversampling.

Moreover, it has to be noted that while SINR at a given
sampling instant can be degraded due to pulses interfering
with each other, the overall SINR after receiver equalization
is still enhanced by exploiting the pulse diversity.

From the receiver point of view, DPST enhances the chan-
nel degrees of freedom by virtually reducing the correlation
between channel pairs. The overall channel Hos can be com-
pactly represented as

Hos = IRx(H ∗ ITx),

where ITx and IRx consist of the interpolation matrices
for both antennas at the transmitter and receiver, respec-
tively. To downsize Hos with respect to H, the channel is
decomposed using singular value decomposition (SVD) as
Hos = UosΣosVH

os and since H is a 2 × 2 matrix, Uos and
Vos only take the first two columns and rows. Therefore, the
downsized channel is

HR = Uos(:, 1 : 2)H Hos Vos(1 : 2, :)H

The downsized channel HR is also normalized with respect to
H as

HN = HR ×
‖ H ‖F
‖ HR ‖F

.

where ‖ ‖F denotes the Frobenius norm.

B. Precoding and Detection

As previously discussed, the virtual channel HN due to
introduction of DPST is a channel with enhanced diversity.
To perform closed loop precoding at the transmitter, we do
SVD and extract the first two columns of VN from HN =
UNΣNVH

N to generate the precoding matrix denoted by W
where W = VN(:, 1 : 2). The precoding matrix is then subject
to power scaling as the precoding must not violate the BS
transmission power constraint, i.e.,

W =
√
PBS × ρ×W,

where PBS is the BS transmit power and ρ is the power scaling
ratio. The precoded channel Heq is then defined as Heq =
HNW.

At the receiver side, minimum mean squared error (MMSE)
equalizer is exploited and hence the receive filter is formulated
from Heq as

FMMSE = HH
eq(HeqHH

eq + Φ + N0I)−1,

where ()−1 and ()H refer to inverse and Hermitian transpose,
respectively, Φ is the inter-cell interference covariance matrix,
and N0 is the noise power. The transmitted data stream is then
estimated using FMMSE as

ŝ[k] = FMMSE(UH
osHos ∗ s[k] + w[k])

where w[k] is the additive noise terms at time instant t = kTs
(k = 1, 2, ...).

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, we compare the performance of DPST with
that of existing MIMO systems where all the antennas transmit
at the same time instant.

We consider a single tier hexagonal layout of small cell BSs
in a 500m×500m scenario with different ISDs to observe the
impact of DPST on various degrees of network densification,
which in turn impacts channel correlation. The central cell
is designated as the serving cell and the remaining six cells
are considered as interferers. The carrier frequency and cor-
responding bandwidth are 2 GHz and 10 MHz, respectively.
Macrocell BSs operate in a different frequency band. Each cell
consists of an array of two transmit antennas, and only serves
a single UE (single user scenario), which has two antennas
forming a 2 × 2 MIMO system. Each signal consists of 10
symbols with an oversampling ratio of 4. Antenna gain, path
loss, lognormal shadowing and multipath Rician fast fading
are included in SINR computation. The path loss model used
is the microcell urban model defined in [18], which includes
both the LOS and NLOS components. Closed-loop precoding
is considered. Note that it is assumed that the channel is prone
to single LOS component.

With regard to DPST, we assume that second transmit
antenna is subject to the deterministic delay of 5 nano sec
with respect to first one. Note that the optimization of the
precise amount of delay is left as part of future study. We
also compare the performance of DPST with respect to the
optimistic channel with condition number (K) equals to 1.
This is the optimal channel condition for spatial multiplexing,
implying that all channels are orthogonal.

Fig. 3 compares the effective SINR CDF for a 2×2 MIMO
system where DPST is applied to the single tap LOS channel
model (full correlation). Results show that in all tested ISDs,
DPST considerably improves the effective SINR with respect
to the fully correlated LOS channel, offering a close to optimal
performance. In more detail, for ISDs of 20 m, 50 m and
150 m, the 50%-tile effective SINR is increased with respect
to the LOS scenario by 6.5 dB, 11 dB and 14 dB, respectively.
Performance from the optimum is less than 0.1 dB away.
Similarly, Fig. 4 shows the throughput CDF of a 2×2 MIMO
system when DPST is applied to the LOS channel. For all
tested ISDs, DPST enhances the throughput CDF by nearly 2x
reaching its upper limit bound defined by optimistic channel
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condition. This implies that despite the presence of spatial
correlation, applying DPST allows the two data streams to be
simultaneously transmitted and successfully decoded by the
UE receiver. This is in contrary to the correlated LOS channel
scenario where the transmitted stream by second antenna can
not be decoded by the UE receiver. Table I presents the rank
and condition number of the virtual channel when DPST is
applied. It is realized that DPST can significantly enhance
the virtual channel condition number, verifying its almost
optimum performance.

TABLE I: Comparison of rank and condition number under
different channel conditions

Channel Status Channel
Rank

Condition
Number

2 × 2 LOS Channel 1 ∞
2 × 2 DPST Model 2 1.17

2 × 2 Optimum Channel 2 1

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we discussed that in ultra-dense small cell net-
works, the presence of spatial channel correlation prevents us
from achieving spatial multiplexing gain. We proposed a new
technique referred to as diversity pulse shaped transmission
(DPST), which exploits pulse shaping diversity in combination

with delaying the transmission of one antenna with respect to
another by a fraction of symbol period followed by a receiver
that operates in the oversampled domain. The combined effect
is able to virtually lower the channel correlation, improve the
channel diversity from the perspective of the UE receiver.
We studied the performance of the proposed technique under
MMSE criteria and compared it with existing 2 × 2 MIMO
cellular networks. We showed that DPST can significantly
enhance the 50%-tile effective SINR by 11 dB and almost
double the UE throughput at an ISD of 50 m. We realize that
there is a limit on the number of antennas that benefit from
DPST processing which depends on delay optimisation, and
hence optimising the corresponding delay as a function of the
number of antennas shapes the scope of future research.
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